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I Like to Watch: Arguing My Way Through the TV RevolutionRandom House, 2019

	From The New Yorker’s fiercely original, Pulitzer Prize-winning culture critic, a provocative collection of new and previously published essays arguing that we are what we watch.

	

	“Emily Nussbaum is the perfect critic—smart, engaging, funny, generous, and insightful.”—David...
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SilverStripe: The Complete Guide to CMS Development (Wiley)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Co-author of this book, and early member of the SilverStripe open source community.


	It wasn’t too long ago when a fellow developer at work asked me to look at his screen. He had stumbled across some new technology, and asked: ‘Hey, have you heard about this?’ All too often such questions are answered with a...
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Bob Miller's Calc for the Clueless: Calc I (Bob Miller's Clueless Series)McGraw-Hill, 1997
Student tested and approved!

If you suffer from math anxiety, then sign up for private tutoring with Bob Miller! Do logarithms, sines, and cosines leave you in a cold sweat? Vectors and derivatives send stress signals to your brain? If so, then you are like the many thousands of studentsstudents of all ages,...
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Bob Miller's Calc for the Clueless: Calc IIMcGraw-Hill, 1997
Student Tested And Approved! If you suffer from math anxiety, then sign up for private tutoring with Bob Miller! Do logarithms, sines, and cosines leave you in a cold sweat? Vectors and derivatives send stress signals to your brain? If so, them you are like the many thousands of students--students of all ages, all levels--who are anxiously trying...
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Fearless Interviewing: How to Win the Job by Communicating with ConfidenceMcGraw-Hill, 2002
A proactive new strategy for removing anxiety, and regaining control, throughout the job interview process
    

"Marky Stein's book is wonderful. She gives us a thorough analysis of the whole interviewing process. Fearless Interviewing is clear, kind, and full of good advice.... Highly...
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Hypnotherapy For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Hypnosis is a subject everyone has an opinion about, but few people have ever directly experienced. Hypnotherapy, on the other hand, is a topic that leaves many people baffled or completely blank. So what exactly is the difference between hypnosis and hypnotherapy? That's one of questions this book answers.


	An important point...
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Object-Oriented Design with ABAP: A Practical ApproachApress, 2017

	Conquer your fear and anxiety learning how the concepts behind object-oriented design apply to the ABAP programming environment.  Through simple examples and metaphors this book demystifies the object-oriented programming model.


	Object-Oriented Design with ABAP presents a bridge from the familiar procedural style...
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Black Firsts: 500 Years of Trailblazing Achievements and Ground-Breaking Events (The Multicultural History & Heroes Collection)Visible Ink Press, 2021

	T

	wenty-seven years ago when Black Firsts broke virgin ground, the pref-

	ace described the struggle encountered in documenting the lives of first

	black achievers. So often we speak of the rich and deep history of African

	Americans and note the anxiety that frequently comes with knowing that

	something important needs to be...
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Training Your Brain For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Mastering the latest fitness craze-keeping your brain healthy at any age


	Judging from the worldwide popularity of the brain game, Nintendo DS, and such mind-bending puzzles as SuDoku and KenKen®, keeping one's mind as limber as an Olympic athlete is an international obsession. With forecasters predicting over a million...
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Fundamentals of Mathematics, Enhanced Edition (with Enhanced WebAssign 1-Semester Printed Access Card) (Available 2010 Titles Enhanced Web Assign)Cengage Learning, 2009

	clear exposition and the consistency of presentation make learning arithmetic accessible for all. Key concepts are presented in section objectives and further defined within the context of How and Why; providing a strong foundation for learning. The predominant emphasis of the book focuses on problem-solving, skills, concepts, and...
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101 Sample Write-Ups for Documenting Employee Performance Problems: A Guide to Progressive Discipline & TerminationAMACOM, 2010

	There's no escaping problem employees. But with 101 prewritten disciplinary write-ups at a manager's fingertips, there is a way to escape the headaches, anxiety, and potential legal trouble of performance review or counseling sessions. Completely updated and covering the latest developments in employment law, the second edition of...
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How to Pass Selection Tests: Essential Preparation for Numerical, Verbal, Clerical and IT TestsKogan Page, 2010

	
		How to Pass Selection Tests will help anyone who faces employers' tests, providing expert advice and practice material.

		

		The first part of the book advises candidates on the different types of test, why they are used, how to prepare for them, how to develop a successful test strategy, and how to deal with...
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